Troublesome Illusion in Elementary Particle Physics.
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So called Higgs Model(2013 Nobel Prize)is entirely illusion.Honest physics can not stop to
strongly accuse the event.In the behind. there are outrageous simple,but strong facts hided.
What is mass ?,it is originally defined and measured by universal gravity force,
The force is proportional to product of masses{m1×m2}between mutual interaction.
And is also reverse proportional to square of length 2between those masses＝r.
f＝Gm1m2/r2.

Newton Gravity Attraction Force.

G≡Gravity Constant＝6.670x10-11Nm2Kg-2.<MKSA unit>
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Another definition is Newton Dynamics Equation.
force＝mass(m)×acceleration of mass(α) ～f＝mα.
Thus force generated by “acceleration and gravity”can not be distinguished in a closed
elevator.This is famous the “Equivalent Principle” in accelerated coordinate
(by A.Einstein in 1907).
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Therefore it is the Equivalent Principle with {General Guage Theory(1956) and

the Quantization one(1967)}that had established complete unified theory of elementary
particle ,but insidiously had been hidden to global public.This theory could explain creation
of universe and the evolution history of matter,as entirely agrees with the realities.

-Universe(Matter)Evolution ProcessSO(11;1)⊃SO(11) ⊃SO(10)⊃SU(5)⊃ SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1).
Big Bang

evolution in temperature down,strong, weak,& electromagnetic force at now.

Especially note that Gravity Attraction Force is negative energy,but not positive one.
This fact could be evident.You should imagine two particle interacting gravity force at first.To
vanish gravity force, you must separate those at infinity length.Then you put positive energy
to separate those against attraction force.When you had done,then those masses have
nothing force,which means no energy＝0.You could repay debt＝negative money at first.
Then especially note that this universe was born from nothing energy.Because not nothing
means not creation of universe due to the definition.Now it becomes evident the total energy
of this universe now is still nothing.This is conservation low of total energy count.
０＝positive energy of masses+..(E＝mc2)－negative gravity energy(attraction force).
♪:０＝Total Bonds－Total Debts in finance.
♪:Why the “nothing” could create this universe ?, is it contradictional ?????.
In the beginning,observable physical low was also nothing !!!,
That is nothing at all,but the art of God the almighty being !!!.
Once non-nothing had realized,observable physical low began to rule(quantum theory).
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
About skeptical Higgs Model.
In this way,the mechanism of mass must be due to gravity force(the origin of this universe).
While so called Higgs Model could not refer to gravity theory at all. It is entirely nonsense.
So called energy potential by Higgs model was made to generate negative energy state.
By so called phase transition from the origin of this universe(nothing) to Big Bang..those
could simulate negative energy state.
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The model is entirely mathematical fiction to simulate reality by a degree,
But without genuine physical principle such as valid equivalent one,it never can determine
real physical mechanism and parameters,so they has been urging to supply big money
to build big experimental toys. Sweden with Nobel Prize has been troublesome to causing
confusions not only in case of Innocent Julian Assange,but also in basic science policy in
the world(but the exception might be USA and Russia ?).
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Does God particle explain Universe's origin? - English pravda.ru
Aug 3, 2012 ... Many are confused about the so-called "God Particle," the Higgs Boson.
They think scientists have finally found a naturalistic explanation for the origin of the
universe. That is not the case. Einstein confirmed that space and...
Final major piece of LHC's ATLAS particle detector lowered into ...

Petition to USA government(energy ministry)with American Physical society.
In Autumn 1993,so called SSC(Super conducting Super Collider for searching Higgs
particle)construction was aborted in the half way to completion.The total cost is told
12billion $,so the abortion might save 6billion $?.At that time,they announced the abortion
was due to financial difficulty.But Clinton government succeeded to change red from black in
annual budget by rising internet business.In the later,author noticed that a thesis written by
him in spring 1993 can cause SSC of no use. The thesis at that time was incomplete
initiation ,but has possibility to accomplish total conclusion.Because the thesis can become
one to derive mass formula of elementary particle s at last. American scientists seems to
have accomplished it precedently before author reached there(1995). In 1994,he petitioned
compensation on copy right invasion to both government Japan and USA.However they has
been silent,and tuned him economy blocking to be poor(now foods stamp life).It it entirely
upside down playing not only him but also neighbour people. They must reply..
His being poor and ....have been overwhelming violences on his works and on.......

